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Abstract

While the productivity gains associated with the geographic concentration of in-

dustry (i.e. localization) are by now well-documented, little work has considered how

those gains are distributed across individual workers. This paper offers evidence on

the connection between total employment and the relative wage earnings of high- and

low-skill workers (i.e. inequality) within two-digit manufacturing industries across the

states and a collection of metropolitan areas in the U.S. between 1970 and 1990. Using

measures of overall, between-education-group, and residual inequality, I find that wage

dispersion falls significantly as industry employment expands.
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1 Introduction

Ever since Marshall (1920) first observed that producers of a particular industry may have

strong incentives to locate near one another, researchers have attempted to characterize the

nature and consequences of industrial localization. Their efforts, of course, have produced

a massive literature establishing a host of empirical evidence on the matter (e.g. Hoover

(1948), Perloff et al. (1960), Fuchs (1962), Pred (1966), Krugman (1991), and Kim (1995),

among many others).

In general, much of this work can be summarized by two broad principles. First, many

industries do, in fact, exhibit substantial geographic concentration. A recent study by Elli-

son and Glaeser (1997), for example, finds that, of the 459 four-digit (SIC) manufacturing

industries in the U.S., 446 exhibit ‘excess’ concentration – that is, they are more geographi-

cally localized than if their location decisions had been made at random. Second, there are

significant productivity gains (i.e. ‘scale effects’) associated with the extent of an indus-

try’s employment in a particular locality, which provides a rationale for the reasonably high

degree of localization we observe. Henderson (1986), for instance, finds a strong positive

association between productivity (i.e. output per unit of input) and employment across

manufacturing industries at the two-digit level in a sample of U.S. and Brazilian cities.1

Although they vary from industry to industry, his estimates imply average elasticities in

excess of 0.1 – that is, holding all other inputs constant, a doubling of an industry’s own

employment in a city increases a constituent producer’s output by more than 10 percent,

1Other studies of industry productivity in local markets (e.g. cities), such as Sveikauskas (1975) and

Moomaw (1981), are primarily concerned with the productivity benefits of overall city size (i.e. ‘urbanization

economies’), not industry localization per se.
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on average.

What has not been considered for the most part, however, is the extent to which these

gains in productivity are shared by all economic agents. That is, although average wage

levels may rise as an industry’s presence in a local market increases, do workers at all points

of the earnings distribution experience similar increases? Very likely, the general neglect

of this topic is related to how localization effects tend to be modeled in the literature:

namely, as symmetric scale effects across all workers.2 If true, there should be no significant

association between industrial localization and the gaps between the wages of high-skill and

low-skill workers (i.e. inequality). On the other hand, if localization influences the earnings

of workers at different points of the wage distribution in different ways, we should observe

a non-negligible association between the two.

This paper explores this issue by examining the relationship between earnings inequality

and the geographic concentration of manufacturing industries. Using data from the 1970,

1980, and 1990 U.S. Census on the earnings of white male manufacturing workers across

the 50 states and a set of roughly 200 metropolitan areas, I find evidence of a significantly

negative association between localization and inequality. Indeed, regardless of whether in-

equality is defined in an ‘overall’ manner (raw, unconditional 90-10 wage percentile gaps), a

between-education-group manner (differences between the average earnings of workers with

different levels of education), or in ‘residual’ terms (90-10 percentile gaps in the residu-

2Indeed, much of the theoretical work modeling localization effects goes even farther and assumes that

all labor is homogeneous (e.g. Black and Henderson (1999)). This practice, as it happens, extends beyond

models of localization economies. Homogeneous labor and symmetric productivity effects also emerge in the

specifications of Abdel-Rahman and Fujita (1990), Carlino and Voith (1992), and Ciccone and Hall (1996),

among others, who explore productivity and spatial agglomeration more broadly.
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als following regressions of wages on experience and educational attainment), the results

show that increases in an industry’s employment within a state or metropolitan area are

associated with significant decreases in wage dispersion.

Clearly, such findings suggest that models which treat localization effects as uniform

across all workers are not properly specified. Whatever mechanisms underlie the increase

in productivity that accompanies industrial agglomeration tend to have a larger effect on

the productivity of less-skilled workers than on the productivity of more-skilled workers.

Although it may seem minor, this insight is potentially quite important because it may

help to identify which theories of localization economies are plausible and which ones are

not. Any viable theory of localization, quite simply, should be compatible with decreasing

inequality in addition to rising productivity.

Moreover, given the decrease in the extent of localization in manufacturing in recent

decades, the findings may also provide some additional insight into the rise of U.S. earnings

inequality over the past 30 years. While many additional factors are undoubtedly more

important in explaining this trend (e.g. decreasing union activity), declining localization

may have at least contributed to the widening of the wage gaps between high- and low-skill

workers.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. The next section provides a brief

summary of the data sources used in the analysis. Section 3 then describes the results.

Section 4 offers some concluding remarks.
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2 Data

The data are drawn from three primary sources. First, individual-level observations on man-

ufacturing workers are derived from four Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS)

extracts of the U.S. Census (Ruggles and Sobek et al. (2003)): the 1970 1 Percent Form 1

State Sample, the 1970 1 Percent Form 2 State Sample, the 1980 5 Percent State Sample,

and the 1990 5 Percent State Sample. Second, data on employment for two-digit manufac-

turing industries across states and metropolitan areas comes from County Business Patterns

(CBP) for the years 1970, 1980, and 1990 (U.S. Bureau of the Census (1971, 1982, 1992)).

Third, additional state and metropolitan area characteristics (education, unemployment,

broad industrial composition, and resident population) for these years are taken from the

1972 County and City Data Book (CCDB) and the 1998 USA Counties on CD-ROM (U.S.

Bureau of the Census (1974, 1999)).

I conduct the analysis at two different geographic levels: states and metropolitan ar-

eas. While the former are somewhat large given the notion of a ‘local’ market, states are

reasonably common as a unit of observation in studies of agglomeration (e.g. Carlino and

Voith (1992), Ciccone and Hall (1996)). They also offer a more complete coverage of in-

dustries and time periods because they involve fewer data disclosure problems (see below).

Unfortunately, because theories of localization apply more readily to smaller areas with

economically (as opposed to politically) defined boundaries, I also consider a sample of

metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), New England County Metropolitan Areas (NEC-

MAs), and consolidated metropolitan statistical areas (CMSAs) if an MSA or NECMA

belongs to a CMSA.3

3A total of 275 such metropolitan areas (using definitions from 1995) exist (see the USA Counties data file
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As with much of the literature on wage inequality (e.g. Katz and Murphy (1992), Juhn

et al. (1993)), individual-level observations are limited to white males between the ages of 18

and 65 who worked at least 14 weeks in the previous year, were not in school at the time of

the survey, and who earned at least 67 dollars per week (in 1982 dollars). Doing so confines

the analysis to individuals with a reasonably strong attachment to the labor force. After

having further eliminated all observations for which either a worker’s state or metropolitan

area of residence is not identified, I am left with a total of 1449536 observations in the state

sample, 781175 observations in the city sample.4

Wages are defined as an individual’s weekly wage and salary earnings.5 Following pre-

vious research using these particular Census data (e.g. Autor et al. (1998), Acemoglu and

Angrist (1999)), topcoded earnings are imputed as 1.5 times the topcode for the 1970 and

1980 samples, and as 210000 dollars for the 1990 sample.6 All dollar figures are converted

for the definitions). Because MSA definitions change over time, aggregation of MSAs and NECMAs to the

CMSA level greatly aids in the construction of markets with consistent definitions over time. In particular, in

some instances, the Census data assign the residents of certain counties to different metropolitan areas within

the same CMSA in different years simply as a result of such definitional changes. Aggregating to the CMSA

level circumvents this problem. Note, for expositional purposes, I use the terms ‘city’ and ‘metropolitan

area’ interchangeably.
4A list of the 20 two-digit manufacturing industries, along with the corresponding IPUMS industry codes,

appears in Table A1 of the Appendix.
5Because weeks worked is reported in categorical form in the 1970 Census, I estimate it for each individual

as the average of the 1980 and 1990 means for the individual’s educational attainment level (i.e., no high

school, some high school, high school, some college, college or more) and weeks-worked category.
6Topcodes only appear in rare instances, averaging approximately 0.6 percent of observations within either

state- or city-industries. In fact, only 4 state-industry-years and 12 city-industry-years involve percentages

in excess of 10 (and, thus, have their 90th percentiles influenced by the imputation). Dropping these

observations from the analysis produced results that were nearly identical to those presented here.
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to real terms using the Personal Consumption Expenditure Chain-Type Price Index of the

National Income and Product Accounts.

Due to disclosure limitations, the CBP data files do not always report employment

figures for all industries in all areas. While in the 1970 data, no further information is pro-

vided for these undisclosed industries, the 1980 and 1990 data do report total employment

in categorical form corresponding to a range of employment values.7 For these industries, I

impute state- and city-industry employment by taking the midpoint of the reported range.

The fact that the 1970 data are somewhat more incomplete, however, produces an

especially difficult problem when constructing the city-industry figures for this year. City-

level observations must be constructed by aggregating employment figures at the county-

level where disclosure limitations are especially prevalent. For this reason, I restrict the

city-level analysis to 1980 and 1990.

Because there is no unique empirical measure of inequality, I consider three general

types: (i) an ‘overall’ measure given by the difference between the 90th and 10th percentiles

of overall (unconditional) weekly wage distribution, (ii) a collection of between-education-

group measures quantified by differences in the average wages of workers belonging to five

educational attainment groups (no high school, some high school, high school, some college,

college or more) and (iii) a residual measure given by the 90-10 gap in the distribution of

log wage residuals following a regression of log wages on a quartic in potential experience,

four educational attainment dummies (some high school, high school, some college, college

or more), and a marital status indicator. These regressions are performed separately by

7The employment categories given are 0-19, 20-99, 100-249, 250-499, 500-999, 1000-2499, 2500-4999,

5000-9999, 10000-24999, 25000-49999, 50000-99999, 100000 or more. The largest category, incidentally, does

not appear for any of the state- or city-industries used in the analysis.
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both year and state/city.8

To account for their potential influence on the inequality measures considered, I utilize

two additional variables (other than those from the CCDB and USA Counties data files

mentioned above) in the analysis. First, the unionization rate is taken from Hirsch et al.

(2001), who report the proportion of each state’s non-agricultural wage and salary workers

who belong to a union in each of the three years considered here.9 Second, the percentage of

each state or city’s population that is foreign-born is derived from the Census samples based

on responses to the place-of-birth question. Summary statistics describing all variables in

both the state and city samples appear in Tables A2 and A3 of the Appendix.

3 Results

3.1 Overall Inequality

The connection between localization and the first measure of inequality – differences in raw,

unconditional wages – is based on estimation of the following statistical model:

(

log(wH

iat)− log(wL

iat)
)

= δi + δa + δt + θZat + γlog(Niat) + ǫiat (1)

where wH

iat
and wL

iat
denote the weekly wage earnings of ‘high-skill’ and ‘low-skill’ workers

8Because the 1990 Census sample is not random, I use the IPUMS person weights in all of the percentile

calculations and regression analysis for this year.

9City-level unionization rates are constructed from state-level rates using the following procedure. If a

city belongs to a single state, I assign the corresponding state-level rate. If a city includes counties from

multiple states, I take a weighted average of the appropriate state-level rates where the weights are given by

the share of the city’s population residing in each state.
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in industry i of area (state/city) a, in year t, which I measure using the 90th and 10th

percentiles of the overall wage distribution within each area-industry-year.10 Among the

determinants of this high-skill/low-skill wage gap are a set of three fixed effects designed to

pick up any unobserved differences across industries (δi), local markets (δa), and years (δt);
11

a vector of area-specific features Zat (e.g. unionization rates, local human capital), which

may influence between-skill-group wage differentials; and the logarithm of industry i’s total

employment in the area, Niat, which captures the localization ‘effect.’12 The final term,

ǫiat, is a residual which I assume to be uncorrelated across area-industry-year observations.

In estimating (1), I limit the sample of area-industry-year observations to those in which

there are at least 10 Census observations so that each decile can be identified from a unique

observation. This produces samples of 2010 state-industry-years covering each of the 50

states and the District of Columbia, and 4521 city-industry-years encompassing roughly 200

metropolitan areas.13 Still, because a 90-10 wage difference based on 10 observations likely

involves more noise than one based on 1000 observations, I use a generalized/weighted least

squares (GLS) technique in which each observation is weighted by the number of Census

observations used in the inequality calculations.14

Results from two different specifications of equation (1) appear in Table 1. The first,

10Using percentiles of the unconditional earnings distribution to represent the wages of high- and low-skill

workers is a common practice in the inequality literature (see Juhn et al. (1993)).
11Different areas or industries, for instance, may employ different distributions of workers by skill or utilize

different wage-setting procedures which would affect measured wage dispersion.
12Note, although I use the term ‘effect’ throughout the paper for expositional purposes, the estimated

coefficients should be interpreted as partial correlations, not as measures of causality. How these partial

correlations may relate to the actual causal effects is discussed in Section 3.5.
13Numbers of observations by year are reported in the footnotes to Tables A2 and A3.
14Results from unweighted regressions, incidentally, were very similar to those reported here.
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specification I , is merely a baseline case in which I limit the regressors to log industry

employment alone (in addition to industry, time, and state/city effects) in an effort to focus

purely on the localization effect. Although such a model is rather sparse, the resulting

coefficients are indicative of this paper’s general result: inequality and localization are

significantly, negatively associated at both the state- and metropolitan area-levels. In fact,

the estimated magnitudes are quite sizable. The point estimates, for example, suggest that

a 1 standard deviation increase in an industry’s local market employment corresponds to

an 8 percentage point decrease in the overall 90-10 wage gap among states, a 10 percentage

point decrease among cities.15 These magnitudes represent approximately 30 percent of the

cross sectional standard deviation of the 90-10 wage differentials in the sample.

To see the robustness of this result, consider estimates from the second specification,

II , which adds to the regressions several variables commonly associated with wage disper-

sion: the proportion of the local resident population with at least a college degree, the

fraction of total employment in manufacturing, the unionization rate, the unemployment

rate, the proportion of the population that is foreign-born, and the logarithm of the res-

ident population. Increases in local human capital, for instance, may serve to reduce the

earnings gap between skilled and unskilled workers (e.g. Moretti (2004)), as might the local

unionization rate (e.g. Fortin and Lemieux (1997)) and the fraction of total employment

engaged in manufacturing (e.g. Bernard and Jensen (2000)). On the other hand, a higher

rate of unemployment (Blank and Blinder (1986)) or larger fraction of the population that

is foreign-born (Topel (1997)) might contribute to greater wage dispersion.16

15The standard deviation of log industry employment is approximately 1.6 in the state sample, 1.5 in the

metropolitan area sample.

16Log resident population is added simply to pick up any influence of the overall size of the market.
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What the estimated coefficients reveal, interestingly, offers some support for these no-

tions. In particular, the college fraction produces a negative coefficient, suggesting that a

larger stock of local human capital tends to reduce the earnings gap between high-skill and

low-skill workers, possibly due to diminishing marginal productivity of high-skill labor as

their numbers in the local labor force increase. Similarly, the unionization rate generates a

negative coefficient, which is consistent with the finding that union wages tend to exhibit

less variation than non-union wages.17 The fraction foreign-born enters positively, which

is compatible with the findings discussed by Topel (1997) that local markets in the U.S.

experiencing greater immigration have also witnessed more rapid increases in inequality.

The estimated coefficients on the manufacturing and unemployment rates, by contrast,

are different than what one might have expected. The extent of manufacturing in the local

economy enters positively, whereas the rate of unemployment enters negatively. The more

significant of these two variables, the unemployment rate, may simply be reflecting changes

in the composition of workers over the business cycle: unemployment rises as workers from

the bottom end of the wage distribution are laid off, producing a distribution with lower

variance (e.g. Solon et al. (1994)).

More importantly, even though several of these regressors enter significantly, the coeffi-

cients on log industry employment are virtually unchanged, either in magnitude or statistical

significance, when compared to specification I . This feature of the results suggests that,

although factors such as unionization and local human capital may be important elements

17Some might note that, while this is true for union employees, greater unionization may actually increase

wage inequality across both union and non-union workers together (possibly because union workers receive

a sizable wage premium). However, the finding that, on net, the effect of unionization on wage inequality is

negative is consistent with previous findings (e.g. Bernard and Jensen (2000)).
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in understanding the degree of wage dispersion exhibited in a state/city-industry, the size

of the state/city-industry itself is an important element too.18

Accordingly, while previous work has established that average wage earnings taken across

all workers within a local market industry tend to rise as total employment in that industry

increases, these findings demonstrate that wage increases at the bottom end of the dis-

tribution are, on average, larger than those at the top.19 Whatever mechanisms underlie

localization economies, therefore, also have an equalizing effect on labor earnings.

3.2 Between-Education-Group Inequality

As already noted, the preceding analysis categorizes the skill levels of workers by their

places in the distribution of earnings: the 90th percentile represents a high-skill worker,

the 10th percentile represents a low-skill worker. This section considers an alternative

grouping scheme based on the average earnings of workers within five educational attainment

categories: no high school (0 to 8 years of schooling completed), some high school (9 to

11 years), high school (12 years), some college (13 to 15 years), and college or more (16

or more years). After computing the average weekly wage across all workers within the

same educational attainment group and same area-industry, I construct four measures of

inequality by taking the differences between the average wage for college graduates and

18I also estimated (1) with a set of industry-time dummies added to the regressors to account for industry-

specific trends in inequality, say due to changes in technology or international trade patterns over time. Doing

so, however, did not substantially alter the results.
19Estimated localization effects based on regressions of state-industry percentiles on log industry employ-

ment (along with industry, area, and time effects) produce coefficients (standard errors) of 0.022 (0.005) for

the 90th, 0.069 (0.006) for the 10th. Among cities, they are 0.023 (0.004) for the 90th, 0.092 (0.005) for the

10th.
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that of each of the remaining four categories. Doing so generates four different measures

of an area-industry’s ‘high-skill/low-skill’ wage gap. These measures are then used as the

dependent variable in the estimation of (1) instead of the overall 90-10 differential.

In this case, I maintain the restriction that all area-industries used in the estimation have

at least 10 observations from the Census samples. However, I now weight observations by the

minimum number of education-group observations associated with a particular inequality

measure. That is, if a state- or city-industry has 10 college-graduate observations and 15

high school-graduate observations, its college-high school wage gap is given weight equal

to 10. The resulting estimates for the same two specifications described in the last section

appear in Table 2.

For the most part, they reveal many of the same qualitative conclusions drawn above

for overall inequality. Higher unemployment rates and fractions of foreign-born residents

in a state or city, for example, tend to be positively associated with between-education-

group gaps, whereas unionization rates are negatively associated with these gaps. Human

capital, as captured by the college fraction, also tends to be negatively associated with the

wage differences between college educated workers and their less-educated counterparts,

particularly at the metropolitan area level.

The most consistently significant regressor of all of those considered, however, is total

industry employment. As with overall inequality, earnings gaps between workers belonging

to different educational attainment groups tend to decrease significantly as an industry’s

overall scale within a state or city rises. The point estimates, which are very similar across

both specifications, suggest modest, but economically important associations. A 1 standard

deviation increase in state-industry employment, for instance, is associated with a 2.5 to

13



3 percentage point decrease in the wage gap between college graduates and high school

graduates. Within metropolitan areas, a 1 standard deviation increase is associated with a

3.5 percentage point decrease in this gap. These magnitudes represent approximately 7 to

10 percent of the standard deviation of the college-high school gaps over the sample period.

Similar, albeit somewhat smaller, implied associations hold for the college-some college and

college-some high school gaps as well.

3.3 Residual Inequality

The results thus far indicate that the overall distribution of wages within state- and city-

industries becomes less disperse as the scale of those state- or city-industry grows larger.

Moreover, they indicate that part of this decrease in dispersion operates in a between-

education-group channel: the gaps between workers of different education groups grow nar-

rower as area-industry employment increases. Yet, since overall inequality consists of both

between-group inequality and within-group inequality, do we also see earnings dispersion

among workers with the same levels of education decrease with localization too?

To answer this question, I turn to the investigation of ‘residual’ inequality which mea-

sures the degree of wage variation among workers with the same observable characteristics.

The analysis proceeds in two stages. In the first, I estimate a standard Mincerian wage

regression in which the weekly earnings of worker j employed in industry i of area a in year

t, w
j
iat, is specified as

log(wj
iat) = αat + βatX

j
iat + v

j
iat (2)
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where X
j
iat is a vector of personal characteristics for this worker, including a quartic in

potential experience20, four educational attainment dummies (some high school, high school,

some college, college or more), and a marital status indicator. Notice, because returns to

these observable features likely vary across both local markets (e.g. Dahl (2002)) and time

(e.g. Juhn et al. (1993)), this equation is estimated separately for each state or city in each

year.21 After estimating (2), I take the 90th and 10th percentiles of the fitted residuals

within each area-industry-year to form a high-skill/low-skill residual wage gap, (v̂H
iat− v̂L

iat),

which is then modeled in a manner analogous to the overall and between-education-group

wage differentials:

(

v̂H
iat − v̂L

iat

)

= δi + δa + δt + θZat + γlog(Niat) + ǫiat (3)

Results appear in Table 3.22

On the whole, they provide similar conclusions to those already drawn. The local union-

ization rate, again, generates a significantly negative coefficient at both levels of geographic

aggregation, while there is also some evidence that inequality is influenced negatively by

the unemployment rate among states, positively by the percentage of total employment in

manufacturing among cities.

20Potential experience is calculated as the maximum of (age-years of education-6) and 0. Education in

1990 is estimated using Table 5 of Park (1994).
21Although wage regressions like (2) also often include industry dummies to account for inter-industry

wage differentials (e.g. Bartel and Sicherman (1999)), doing so is unnecessary in this case because I am

investigating wage differentials within area-industry-years.
22As above, adding industry-time effects to the regression did not alter the estimated localization coeffi-

cients substantially.
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As for the estimated localization effects on inequality, all are significantly negative and

suggestive of reasonably large magnitudes. Point estimates, for example, suggest that a 1

standard deviation increase in an industry’s employment is accompanied by a 5 to 6.6 per-

centage point decline in the residual wage difference. These magnitudes are approximately

25 percent of the standard deviation of the residual 90-10 wage differentials in the sample.

Clearly, such findings indicate that localization is indeed associated with reduced earn-

ings disparity among workers with similar observable characteristics, including educational

attainment.

Moreover, the fact that these point estimates are rather large when compared to the

estimates for overall inequality in Table 1 suggests that the majority of the decrease in

the overall 90-10 wage gap with localization involves decreases in residual inequality rather

than decreases in the gaps between workers with different observable measures of skill.

Hence, as local employment expands, we tend observe a decrease in overall wage dispersion

largely because workers within the same education and experience groups exhibit less wage

variation.23 This conclusion is also consistent with the evidence reported in the previous

section which indicates that, although negative, the association between localization and

the wage gaps between workers of different education groups is rather modest.

3.4 Industry-Specific Results

Because localization effects on average productivity have been shown to differ in magnitude

across manufacturing sectors (e.g. Henderson (1986)), there may also be inter-industry

23This basic result is compatible with the findings of Juhn et al. (1993) who find that changes in residual

inequality were a major component of changes in overall inequality for workers in the U.S. over this time

period.
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differences in localization’s association with inequality. To account for this possibility, I

repeat the analysis above allowing the coefficients on log industry employment to vary

by two-digit sector. Results, which for the sake of conciseness are limited to the longer

specification, II , appear in Tables 4A (for states) and 4B (for metropolitan areas).

Most noticeably, the vast majority of the estimates are negative, suggesting that the

pooled results documented in Tables 1-3 hold qualitatively for a variety of different in-

dustries within the manufacturing sector. This feature is most strikingly evident when

considering the overall and residual 90-10 wage gaps, where 75 of the 76 coefficients across

the two levels of geographic aggregation are negative.24 Moreover, many of these negative

associations are important statistically. Among states, 17 industries produce significantly

negative localization coefficients when considering overall inequality, 14 when considering

residual inequality. Among metropolitan areas, 15 industries exhibit statistically important

negative associations between city-level employment and overall inequality whereas 16 do

so for residual inequality.

The estimated localization coefficients for the between-education-group gaps also turn

out to be predominantly negative although there is greater heterogeneity in this regard than

what was observed for the overall and residual measures. Of the 20 coefficients reported

for each between-education-group gap at the state level, for example, 10 are negative for

the college-no high school gap (6 significant), 15 for the college-some high school gap (7

significant), 15 for the college-high school gap (10 significant), 16 for the college-some college

gap (9 significant). Among metropolitan areas, the numbers of negative coefficients (and

24The Census samples did not produce any cities with at least 10 white males (meeting the above-stated

criteria) for either industry 24 (Lumber and Wood Products) or 25 (Furniture and Fixtures).
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the number of these that differ statistically from zero) are 12 (3) for the college-no high

school gap, 14 (9) for the college-some high school gap, 16 (11) for the college-high school

gap, and 16 (8) for the college-some college gap.

To be sure, within each measure of inequality, the results do show some heterogeneity

from one industry to another. Among the state sample, for instance, the estimated lo-

calization coefficient ranges between -0.01 (SIC 23 - Apparel and Other Textile Products)

and -0.17 (SIC 24 - Lumber and Wood Products) for the overall measure; 0.03 (SIC 25

- Furniture and Fixtures and SIC 30 - Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products) and

-0.07 (SIC 24 - Lumber and Wood Products) for the college-high school gap; 0.01 (SIC 23

- Apparel and Other Textile Products) and -0.11 (SIC 24 - Lumber and Wood Products)

for the residual. Within the sample of cities, the coefficients show somewhat less variation,

extending from -0.014 (SIC 22 - Textile Mill Products) to -0.09 (SIC 37 - Transportation

Equipment) for overall inequality; 0.017 (SIC 30 - Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Prod-

ucts) to -0.046 (SIC 33 - Primary Metal Industries) for the college-high school gap; -0.01

(SIC 23 - Apparel and Other Textile Products and SIC 39 - Miscellaneous Industries) to

-0.06 (SIC 37) for the residual measure.

Given that there is some overlap in the industries comprising the extreme values of these

localization effects (e.g. SIC 23), one might surmise that the estimates in Tables 4A and

4B are positively associated across inequality measures. This hypothesis turns out to be

true. The correlation between the localization coefficients estimated for overall inequality

and those estimated for residual inequality, for example, is 0.87 among states, 0.64 among

cities. Similarly, the overall inequality coefficients and the college-high school coefficients

show a correlation of 0.61 among states, 0.64 among cities. Hence, industries which exhibit
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a strong inverse association between localization and one particular inequality measure also

tend to exhibit a strong inverse association with the other measures too.

More generally, however, this evidence shows that there is remarkable consistency across

different manufacturing sectors in the association between localization and inequality. Hence,

just as previous work has indicated that a broad collection of industries seem to experience

significant gains in their average or aggregate productivity as their employment within a

local market rises, these results suggest a similar degree of uniformity for localization’s

qualitative impact on inequality.

3.5 Endogeneity Considerations

The analysis so far has treated the regressors in equations (1) and (3) as exogenous. How-

ever, there is ample reason to suspect that at least two of them – total employment within

a state- or city-industry and the overall fraction of college-educated individuals in the local

market – may themselves be determined by the level of inequality. Were this the case, the

results established thus far would be biased.

Of course, a priori, it is uncertain as to whether the sign of any such bias is positive or

negative. Higher inequality might, for instance, be associated with decreases in an industry’s

employment, say because mobile firms and workers view it negatively and, therefore, choose

to locate elsewhere. Alternatively, an increase in inequality may generate an increase in

employment, possibly because high inequality is associated with low ‘bottom-end’ wages

which attract producers seeking cheap labor.

Similarly, high inequality may either serve to raise or lower the college fraction depending

on how it influences the location decisions of workers with varying levels of education. High
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inequality may, for example, be associated with particularly high wages for skilled workers,

and thus serve to attract greater numbers of college-educated individuals. It also may be

associated with especially low wages for less-educated workers which should provide an

incentive for these workers to leave. Both of these possibilities, naturally, should increase

the college fraction. On the other hand, if viewed negatively, high inequality may lead to

decreases in the college fraction as highly educated workers (who tend to be more mobile

than less-educated workers (e.g. Dahl (2002)) locate elsewhere.

In an effort to get a handle on these issues, I consider the following statistical exercise.

Using the samples of state- and city-industries, I estimate two sets of regressions: one in

which the growth of a state- or city-industry’s employment is expressed as a function of

the initial level of inequality (overall, residual, between-education-group), and one in which

the change in a local market’s college fraction is a function of initial inequality.25 Results

appear in Table 5.

Beginning with the coefficients from the employment growth regressions, it is evident

that two of the inequality measures - the overall and residual 90-10 wage differences -

are strongly associated with future rates of growth at both the state and city level. All

else equal, state- and city-industries with higher levels of inequality defined by these two

measures grow faster than those with lower levels. The same pattern does not hold, however,

25Each regression also contains three region dummies (West, Midwest, Northeast) to account for any

exogenous, geographic variation in the dependent variables. The employment growth equations also control

for the initial college fraction and manufacturing rate since these two variables have been shown to influence

local market growth (e.g. Glaeser et al. (1995)). Dropping these two variables produced similar estimates.

Finally, because the state-level regressions involve growth rates for two different decades (1970-80, 1980-90),

I further include a time dummy.
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when inequality is defined in a between-education-group manner. The resulting coefficients

are insignificant in each of these instances. Such findings, therefore, only offer some limited

support for the notion that state- and city-industry growth is driven by low labor costs,

particularly at the bottom end of the earnings distribution.

Turning to the estimates from the college fraction regressions, one can see that the

majority of the coefficients across all of the inequality measures are significantly positive.

Only 1 of the 12 coefficients in the second column of results in Table 5 is negative (and

insignificant). Of the remaining 11 positive coefficients, 9 differ statistically from zero

indicating that, on average, states and cities with greater inequality among their resident

industries do tend to experience greater human capital growth. As suggested above, this

result may reflect the movement of highly educated workers into markets where the relative

returns paid to them are high.

On the whole, these findings suggest that these two regressors - log industry employment

and the college fraction - are indeed endogenous with respect to inequality. Hence, the

parameter estimates reported thus far are likely biased. However, the results in Table 5

also suggest that the sign of the bias may actually lead the coefficients reported in Tables

1-4 to understate the magnitude of the inequality-localization association.

Consider, for example, a stochastic shock that increases a state- or city-industry’s level

of inequality. Following the estimates in Table 5, this positive shock would tend to increase

employment growth and a state or city’s college fraction subsequently. Recall, all of the

statistically significant coefficients reported in Table 5 are positive. As a consequence, there

is likely a positive association between the error term in the inequality regressions and

each of these regressors (if there is any association at all). This correlation would then
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bias the estimated coefficients on these two regressors upward which, in this case, is in the

direction of zero. One should, therefore, view the associations reported in Tables 1-4 as

understating the true causal effect of localization on inequality. The fact that the GLS

results indicate negative (and largely significant) associations between inequality and each

of these regressors in spite of this bias only reinforces the conclusions drawn above.

4 Concluding Comments

This paper has explored the nature of localization economies by examining how wage disper-

sion varies with the magnitude of an industry’s presence in a particular geographic market.

The results are unambiguous: an increase in an industry’s employment within a state or

metropolitan area is accompanied by significant decreases, on average, in wage inequality.

What is more, this relationship holds for a variety of inequality measures and is robust to

the inclusion of controls for a number of inequality-related features, including rates of union

membership, the presence of foreign-born labor, and levels of education.

While certainly interesting in itself, this evidence may also enhance our understanding

of two larger issues. First, it may offer some additional insight into the rise of earnings

inequality in the U.S., which has spawned a massive literature over the past two decades. In

particular, although the decline in manufacturing activity has been identified as a potential

determinant of the rise in inequality (e.g. Bernard and Jensen (2000)), the results reported

here suggest that there may be a geographic aspect to this relationship.

As demonstrated in Tables A2 and A3 of the Appendix, there has been a decrease

in the average state- and city-industry employment for a typical manufacturing worker

over the past several decades. Hence, part of the rise in earnings disparity in the U.S.
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over the past 30 years (at least, among manufacturing workers) may be the product of

smaller (local) concentrations of industry and not simply the decline of manufacturing at the

national level. Such a conjecture would also imply that decreases in an aggregate economy’s

manufacturing activity that are accompanied by growing geographic concentration - say,

given by the consolidation of several different industrial clusters into a single cluster -

would be associated with lower inequality. Although not a straightforward task empirically,

evaluating this implication would certainly provide an interesting topic for future work.

Second, these results provide further evidence on the nature of localization economies

which, as noted in the Introduction, has also attracted a very large literature. Unfortunately,

our understanding of why the geographic concentration of industry is positively associated

with productivity remains limited. To be sure, a number of theories have been advanced over

the last century, most notably Marshall’s (1920) famous three, which hold that productivity

gains stem from (i) the local spillover of industry specific knowledge, (ii) the creation of

an extensive array of specialized input providers that allows producers to benefit from a

more extensive division of labor, and (iii) improved firm-worker matching by making labor

market search easier. Yet, only recently has there been any attempt to test these theories

directly.26

The evidence documented in this paper, of course, does not provide a direct evaluation

of these ideas. However, it does offer a more detailed description of the productivity gains

tied to localization than do studies of average or aggregate productivity. Again, the results

suggest that localization tends to to have a larger effect on the productivity of low-skill

workers than on the productivity of high-skill workers. Rationalizing the extent to which

26Two prominent examples are Dumais et al. (1997) and Rosenthal and Strange (2001).
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Marshall’s (1920) three theories (or any others) are consistent with this pattern would also

be an interesting avenue for future research.
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Table 1: Localization and Overall Inequality

Specification

Variable I II I II

Log Industry Employment −0.048c
−0.049c

−0.069c
−0.069c

(0.006) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004)

College Rate – −0.99b – -0.8

(0.48) (0.54)

Manufacturing Rate – 0.39 – 0.24

(0.25) (0.31)

Union Rate – −0.5b – −0.48b

(0.2) (0.22)

Unemployment Rate – −1.06b – -0.11

(0.48) (0.5)

Foreign Rate – 1.02c – 0.41

(0.39) (0.36)

Log Population – -0.05 – -0.08

(0.07) (0.1)

R2 0.78 0.79 0.7 0.7

Sample States States Cities Cities

Note: GLS estimates. Dependent variable is 90-10 difference in log weekly wages. Each

regression also includes industry, state/city, and time effects. Regressions are weighted by

the number of individual observations used in the percentile calculations for each state/city-

industry-year. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Superscript a denotes significance at 10 percent, b at 5 percent; c at 1 percent. 2010

state-industry-year observations, 4521 city-industry-year observations.
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Table 2: Localization and Between-Education-Group Inequality

Dep. Spec. Log Ind. College Manuf. Union Unemp. Foreign Log Sample
Variable Emp. Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Pop.
College- I -0.007 – – – – – – States
No HS (0.006)

II -0.008 0.8 1.5c
−0.9c 1.1b 2.5c -0.1 States

(0.006) (0.6) (0.3) (0.2) (0.52) (0.4) (0.07)
College- I −0.012b – – – – – – States
Some HS (0.005)

II −0.015c -0.36 0.99c
−0.33a 0.69 1.3c -0.02 States

(0.005) (0.5) (0.27) (0.19) (0.53) (0.35) (0.06)
College- I −0.015c – – – – – – States

HS (0.005)
II −0.019c

−1.05b 0.59b -0.21 0.21 0.86c 0.01 States
(0.005) (0.47) (0.25) (0.18) (0.47) (0.3) (0.06)

College- I −0.012c – – – – – – States
Some Coll. (0.004)

II −0.015c
−0.68a 0.3 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.007 States

(0.004) (0.4) (0.2) (0.1) (0.4) (0.2) (0.05)

College- I −0.012b – – – – – – Cities
No HS (0.006)

II −0.013b -0.26 0.38 -0.5 2.2c 0.26 0.18 Cities
(0.006) (0.62) (0.41) (0.33) (0.71) (0.35) (0.13)

College- I −0.018c – – – – – – Cities
Some HS (0.005)

II −0.019c
−1.6c -0.005 0.003 0.96 0.75b 0.1 Cities

(0.005) (0.54) (0.33) (0.3) (0.6) (0.3) (0.1)
College- I −0.024c – – – – – – Cities

HS (0.004)
II −0.024c

−1.8c -0.05 -0.19 0.79 0.68c -0.007 Cities
(0.004) (0.45) (0.3) (0.2) 0.5) (0.26) (0.08)

College- I −0.015c – – – – – – Cities
Some Coll. (0.004)

II −0.016c
−1.07c 0.26 -0.23 0.73a -0.07 0.04 Cities

(0.004) (0.4) (0.25) (0.18) (0.43) (0.2) (0.07)

Note: GLS estimates. Each regression also includes industry, state/city, and time effects.
Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. Numbers of state-
industry-year observations are 1886 for college-no high school, 1937 for college-some high
school, 1970 for college-high school, 1964 for college-some college. Numbers of metropolitan
area-industry-year observations are 3536 for college-no high school, 4101 for college-some
high school, 4375 for college-high school, 4328 for college-some college. Superscript a denotes
significance at 10 percent, b at 5 percent; c at 1 percent.
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Table 3: Localization and Residual Inequality

Specification

Variable I II I II

Log Industry Employment −0.032c
−0.033c

−0.044c
−0.044c

(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)

College Rate – -0.13 – -0.07

(0.32) (0.36)

Manufacturing Rate – 0.25 – 0.4a

(0.16) (0.21)

Union Rate – −0.43c – −0.23a

(0.16) (0.14)

Unemployment Rate – −0.69b – -0.07

(0.28) (0.32)

Foreign Rate – 0.45 – 0.04

(0.3) (0.23)

Log Population – 0.04 – -0.07

(0.06) (0.07)

R2 0.78 0.78 0.67 0.67

Sample States States Cities Cities

Note: GLS estimates. Dependent variable is 90-10 difference in residual log weekly wages.

Each regression also includes industry, state/city, and time effects. Regressions are weighted

by the number of individual observations used in the percentile calculations for each state/city-

industry-year. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Superscript a denotes significance at 10 percent, b at 5 percent; c at 1 percent. 2010

state-industry-year observations, 4521 city-industry-year observations.
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Table 4A: Localization and Inequality - States

By Two-Digit Industry

SIC Overall Residual College- College- College- College-
90-10 90-10 No HS Some HS HS Some Coll.

20 −0.08c
−0.043c

−0.05c
−0.05b

−0.05c
−0.04c

(0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.016)
21 −0.1c -0.03 −0.11c

−0.1b -0.03 -0.04
(0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03)

22 −0.06c
−0.05c

−0.03c
−0.02b 0.002 0.01

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
23 -0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.001 -0.03

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03)
24 −0.17c

−0.11c
−0.13a -0.1 -0.07 0.05

(0.03) (0.03) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06)
25 −0.05b -0.01 0.05 0.05 0.03 -0.0004

(0.02) (0.01) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06)
26 −0.06c

−0.04c 0.005 0.009 0.007 0.02
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

27 −0.034b -0.01 0.005 −0.02a
−0.026b

−0.018a

(0.015) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
28 −0.065c

−0.04c -0.01 -0.016 −0.03b
−0.03a

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.2) (0.015) (0.016)
29 −0.07c

−0.05c -0.02 -0.03 -0.017 -0.01
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.015) (0.01)

30 -0.017 −0.02b 0.05b 0.02 0.03 0.04b

(0.018) (0.01) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02)
31 −0.026a -0.01 -0.01 -0.015 -0.015 -0.007

(0.015) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
32 −0.07c

−0.03c 0.005 0.003 -0.02 -0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

33 −0.043c
−0.022c

−0.025b
−0.03b

−0.03b -0.015
(0.01) (0.006) (0.01) (0.012) (0.01) (0.01)

34 −0.06c
−0.03c -0.01 −0.03c

−0.04c
−0.03c

(0.01) (0.006) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.009)
35 −0.06c

−0.033c
−0.03c

−0.03c
−0.04c

−0.03c

(0.01) (0.006) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.007)
36 −0.044c

−0.03c 0.006 -0.008 −0.02b
−0.02c

(0.012) (0.007) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.007)
37 −0.066c

−0.05c 0.01 -0.01 −0.016b
−0.015b

(0.01) (0.006) (0.01) (0.01) (0.008) (0.007)
38 -0.019 −0.02b 0.01 -0.007 −0.02b

−0.02c

(0.012) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.006)
39 −0.047c -0.006 0.002 -0.02 −0.03b -0.02

(0.015) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.016) (0.02)

Note: GLS estimates of coefficients on log industry employment. Dependent variable is
inequality. Regressions follow specification II described in Tables 1-3. Heteroskedasticity-
consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. Superscript a denotes significance
at 10 percent, b at 5 percent; c at 1 percent.
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Table 4B: Localization and Inequality - Cities

By Two-Digit Industry

SIC Overall Residual College- College- College- College-
90-10 90-10 No HS Some HS HS Some Coll.

20 −0.08c
−0.04c -0.014 −0.022a -0.018 -0.017

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.012) (0.012) (0.014)
21 -0.03 −0.04b

−0.11c -0.09 -0.013 −0.07c

(0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.06) (0.03) (0.02)
22 -0.01 −0.02a -0.015 -0.014 -0.01 -0.023

(0.02) (0.01) (0.014) (0.012) (0.01) (0.015)
23 −0.05a -0.01 0.001 -0.01 -0.02 −0.048c

(0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.016) (0.02) (0.02)
24 – – – – – –

25 – – – – – –

26 −0.04c
−0.023c 0.01 0.003 -0.001 -0.003

(0.01) (0.006) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
27 −0.06c

−0.026c 0.008 −0.026c
−0.03c

−0.024c

(0.01) (0.006) (0.01) (0.01) (0.008) (0.008)
28 −0.06c

−0.05c -0.006 -0.004 −0.015b -0.003
(0.01) (0.005) (0.009) (0.01) (0.007) (0.008)

29 −0.08c
−0.05c 0.014 0.01 0.0003 0.03

(0.03) (0.015) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
30 -0.016 −0.024c 0.04c 0.03b 0.017 0.013

(0.01) (0.008) (0.01) (0.01) (0.013) (0.013)
31 −0.064c

−0.034c -0.024 -0.01 −0.025b -0.014
(0.02) (0.01) (0.015) (0.01) (0.011) (0.01)

32 −0.08c
−0.04c -0.01 −0.05c

−0.031c -0.02
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.014)

33 −0.1c
−0.05c

−0.05c
−0.046c

−0.046c
−0.023c

(0.01) (0.005) (0.01) (0.01) (0.007) (0.008)
34 −0.07c

−0.034c -0.003 −0.02b
−0.021c -0.01

(0.01) (0.005) (0.01) (0.01) (0.008) (0.007)
35 −0.07c

−0.04c
−0.03c

−0.023c
−0.03c

−0.014c

(0.01) (0.005) (0.01) (0.009) (0.006) (0.006)
36 −0.06c

−0.05c 0.001 -0.001 −0.017b
−0.01a

(0.01) (0.005) (0.01) (0.01) (0.007) (0.005)
37 −0.09c

−0.06c -0.01 −0.022c
−0.03c

−0.017c

(0.01) (0.004) (0.01) (0.009) (0.006) (0.006)
38 −0.07c

−0.05c -0.003 −0.028c
−0.027c -0.011

(0.01) (0.007) (0.01) (0.01) (0.009) (0.007)
39 −0.05c -0.01 -0.012 −0.025a

−0.034c
−0.028b

(0.01) (0.01) (0.015) (0.014) (0.012) (0.011)

Note: GLS estimates of coefficients on log industry employment. Dependent variable is
inequality. Regressions follow specification II described in Tables 1-3. Heteroskedasticity-
consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. Superscript a denotes significance
at 10 percent, b at 5 percent; c at 1 percent.
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Table 5: Initial Inequality and the Change in Industry Employment

and Local Human Capital

Variable Industry-Employment Change in College

Growth Fraction Sample

Overall 90-10 Differential 0.32c 0.004c States

(0.07) (0.001)

0.17c 0.006c Cities

(0.05) (0.001)

Residual 90-10 Differential 0.33c -0.001 States

(0.09) (0.001)

0.13b 0.004c Cities

(0.06) (0.001)

College-No HS Gap 0.06 0.004c States

(0.07) (0.001)

-0.05 0.002b Cities

(0.04) (0.001)

College-Some HS Gap 0.04 0.004c States

(0.06) (0.001)

-0.007 0.001 Cities

(0.04) (0.0006)

College-HS Gap -0.009 0.004c States

(0.08) (0.001)

0.04 0.002c Cities

(0.04) (0.001)

College-Some College Gap -0.02 0.003c States

(0.07) (0.001)

-0.06 0.001 Cities

(0.05) (0.001)

Note: Coefficients on initial levels of inequality. Dependent variables are the changes in

state/city-industry log employment and the change in state/city-level college fraction. Ini-

tial fractions of total employment in manufacturing and the initial college fraction are

included in the industry-employment growth regressions. All specifications have three geo-

graphic dummies – West, Midwest, and Northeast regions – and the state-level regressions

contain a time dummy for the 1970-80 period. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors

are reported in parentheses. Superscript a denotes significance at 10 percent, b at 5 percent;

c at 1 percent.
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Appendix

Table A1: Industries and Codes

SIC Industry Name 1970 IPUMS Industry 1980/90 IPUMS Industry

Codes Codes

20 Food and Kindred 268-298 100-122

21 Tobacco 299 130

22 Textile Mill Products 307-318 132-150

23 Apparel and Other Textile 319-327 151-152

Products

24 Lumber and Wood Products 107-109 230-241

25 Furniture and Fixtures 118 242

26 Paper and Allied Products 328-337 160-162

27 Printing and Publishing 338-339 171-172

28 Chemicals and Allied Products 347-369 180-192

29 Petroleum and Coal Products 377-378 200-201

30 Rubber and Miscellaneous 379-387 210-212

Plastics Products

31 Leather and Leather Produts 388-397 220-222

32 Stone, Clay, Glass, 119-138 250-262

and Concrete Products

33 Primary Metal Industries 139-149 270-280

34 Fabricated Metal Products 157-168 281-300

35 Industrial Machinery 177-198 310-332

and Equipment

36 Electrical and Electronic 199-209 340-350

Equipment

37 Transportation Equipment 219-238, 258 351-370

38 Instruments and Related 239-257 371-390

Products

39 Miscellaneous Industries 259 391
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Table A2: Summary Statistics – States

Year Variable Mean Standard Minimum Maximum
Deviation

1970 90-10 Overall Wage Difference 1.12 0.24 0.33 2.92
90-10 Residual Wage Difference 0.91 0.2 0.44 2.91

College-No HS Gap 0.66 0.31 -0.7 2.4
College-Some HS Gap 0.6 0.31 -0.79 2.5

College-HS Gap 0.52 0.28 -0.62 2.34
College-Some College Gap 0.44 0.3 -0.92 2.11

State-Industry Employment 26082.8 44667.6 144 345960
College Rate 0.11 0.02 0.067 0.18

Manufacturing Rate 0.22 0.1 0.047 0.36
Union Rate 0.25 0.08 0.088 0.42

Unemployment Rate 0.045 0.01 0.027 0.092
Foreign Rate 0.033 0.025 0.006 0.11
Population 3984566 4314048 300382 19957715

Census Observations Per State-Industry 552.8 1092.2 10 9003
1980 90-10 Overall Wage Difference 1.24 0.25 0.53 3.15

90-10 Residual Wage Difference 0.98 0.18 0.52 2.12
College-No HS Gap 0.54 0.29 -1.6 2.1

College-Some HS Gap 0.53 0.28 -1.6 1.85
College-HS Gap 0.43 0.23 -1.6 1.44

College-Some College Gap 0.33 0.24 -1.54 1.5
State-Industry Employment 23417.7 37860.6 24 317230

College Rate 0.16 0.03 0.1 0.27
Manufacturing Rate 0.2 0.08 0.045 0.33

Union Rate 0.21 0.075 0.06 0.35
Unemployment Rate 0.064 0.015 0.037 0.11

Foreign Rate 0.043 0.034 0.01 0.14
Population 4442075 4699160 401851 23667902

Census Observations Per State-Industry 804.8 1435.4 10 18334
1990 90-10 Overall Wage Difference 1.39 0.28 0.55 3.48

90-10 Residual Wage Difference 1.1 0.21 0.43 2.28
College-No HS Gap 0.71 0.36 -0.93 2.6

College-Some HS Gap 0.71 0.31 -0.83 2.22
College-HS Gap 0.55 0.25 -0.74 1.8

College-Some College Gap 0.41 0.24 -1.18 1.7
State-Industry Employment 20923 32242.1 13 306417

College Rate 0.2 0.04 0.12 0.33
Manufacturing Rate 0.16 0.06 0.04 0.27

Union Rate 0.15 0.06 0.046 0.294
Unemployment Rate 0.06 0.014 0.035 0.096

Foreign Rate 0.054 0.046 0.01 0.21
Population 4876664 5439195 453588 29760021

Census Observations Per State-Industry 725.8 1190.5 10 12534

Note: Unweighted state-industry statistics. Unweighted state-level characteristics (college,
manufacturing, unionization, unemployment, and foreign-born rates; resident population)
based on the 50 states and the District of Columbia.
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Table A3: Summary Statistics – Cities

Year Variable Mean Standard Minimum Maximum
Deviation

1980 90-10 Overall Wage Difference 1.2 0.31 0.33 2.78
90-10 Residual Wage Difference 0.94 0.23 0.3 2.35

College-No HS Gap 0.5 0.39 -2.1 2.3
College-Some HS Gap 0.5 0.39 -1.1 2.4

College-HS Gap 0.41 0.34 -1.66 2.25
College-Some College Gap 0.32 0.36 -1.75 2.2
City-Industry Employment 6434.8 15992.3 10 210607

College Rate 0.16 0.05 0.08 0.35
Manufacturing Rate 0.22 0.09 0.03 0.52

Union Rate 0.21 0.08 0.06 0.35
Unemployment Rate 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.15

Foreign Rate 0.045 0.05 0.002 0.3
Population 831451.2 1770177 100376 17260490

Census Observations Per City-Industry 190.4 532.3 10 12932
1990 90-10 Overall Wage Difference 1.35 0.35 0.24 3.7

90-10 Residual Wage Difference 1.06 0.27 0.39 3.03
College-No HS Gap 0.7 0.49 -1.8 3.2

College-Some HS Gap 0.68 0.45 -2.7 2.5
College-HS Gap 0.54 0.39 -1.46 2.52

College-Some College Gap 0.41 0.38 -1.99 2.96
City-Industry Employment 5660.4 13521.6 10 223972

College Rate 0.2 0.06 0.1 0.37
Manufacturing Rate 0.17 0.07 0.036 0.46

Union Rate 0.15 0.07 0.046 0.29
Unemployment Rate 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.14

Foreign Rate 0.06 0.07 0.003 0.4
Population 947122 1971706 106470 17830586

Census Observations Per City-Industry 154.8 410.7 10 8860

Note: Unweighted city-industry statistics. Unweighted city-level characteristics (college,
manufacturing, unionization, unemployment, and foreign-born rates; resident population)
based on 203 metropolitan areas for 1980, 198 for 1990.
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